Resources for Spanish ELL Students

- **Spanish Pupil Edition**
  Delivers the Big Ideas Math student edition in Spanish.

- **Letters to Parents**
  Guides parents through each chapter and offers helpful suggestions that parents can use to demonstrate mathematical concepts for their child in daily activities; editable for teachers to customize.

- **Vocabulary Flash Cards**
  Helps English- and Spanish-speaking students master the language of mathematics in a fun and engaging way.

- **Audio Textbook**
  Offers the student, teacher and parent the option of having the student text read aloud in English or Spanish.

- **Audio Vocabulary**
  Provides an additional enhancement to the new vocabulary introduced in each chapter; Audio Vocabulary is available in both English and Spanish.

- **Game Closet**
  Captures the attention of students while introducing new mathematical topics; Games are available in both English and Spanish versions.

- **ELL Notes in Teaching Edition**
  Helps teachers to overcome the obstacles often presented when teaching ELL students.

- **Spanish Record and Practice Journal Workbook**
  Gives students a helpful resource that provides a place to take notes, work practice problems and exercises and to use for review before a quiz or test. The Record and Practice Journal mirrors the conceptual development and practices found within its companion textbook.

- **Chapter Reviews**
  Offers a useful tool for instructors when assessing student progress at the end of each chapter.